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“Cooperation between Turkey, Georgia and Azerbaijan is an excellent example of how the
potential of the neighboring countries can be used to contribute in the welfare of their
population,” – the Minister of Economy and Sustainable Development of Georgia, Giorgi
Gakharia addressed the representatives of the Georgia-Turkey-Azerbaijan Business Forum
held in Istanbul, Turkey. This is the fifth forum of the same format and, according to the Minister,
Georgia expects even more investments from it. Georgian Government finds it essential that
Turkish and Azeri companies fully acknowledge and benefit from all those advantages that
Georgia can offer the interested investors. I should mention that the investments from these two
countries during the last five years exceeded 1.5 billion USD, which is another confirmation of
good neighboring and close economic cooperation between our countries. We are glad to have
number of Turkish and Azeri companies operating on Georgian market. They conduct very
successful business and implement important projects in the different fields of economy,” –
Giorgi Gakharia noted.  The Georgian Chamber of Commerce and Industry organized the visit
of the Georgian Delegation to the Forum. Along the Forum, Ministers of three states  held a
face-to-face meetings and discussed different topical issues including transport and railway.  
So called B2B meetings are also scheduled in the framework of the Forum and Georgian
businesspersons had the opportunity to meet and arrange further partnership with their Turkish
and Azeri colleagues.  Panels of the Forum are defined in compliance with the interests of
Georgian companies. At this point, the most topical issues cover railway, tourism, insurance,
consumer goods industry, medical and spa tourism, pharmaceutical industry, medical services,
fishery, caviar production, etc. “Turkey, Georgia and Azerbaijan” Business forum attended the
Chairman of International investors Association of Georgia, the Secretary General and member
companies’ representatives of Association. There was held  Preliminarily planned bilateral
meetings, the Secretary General of the International Investors Association provided all the
useful information to the interested Investors from Turkey and Azerbaijan  and investment
opportunities on Georgia and Ajara Region.
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